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Abstract
AtCERN, a high performance negative ion (NI) source is required for the 160MeVH− linear
accelerator named Linac4. The source should deliver 80mAH− ion beamswithin an emittance of
0.25mm·mrad. For this purpose two ion sources were developed: IS01 is based on theNI volume
production and IS02 provides additionalNI by surface production viaH interaction on a cesiated
Molybdenumplasma electrode. The development of negative ion sources for Linac4 is accompanied
bymodelling activities. ONIX code has beenmodified and adapted to investigate the transport ofNI
and electrons in the extraction region of the CERNnegative ion sources. The simulated results from
modeling of IS01 and IS02 extraction regions, whichwere obtained in 2012 during source
commissioning, are presented and benchmarkedwith experimentalmeasurements obtained after
2013. The formation of the plasmameniscus and the screening of the extraction field by the source
plasma are discussed. TheNI production is compared between two types of sources, thefirst one based
on volume production only and the second one encompassingNI cesiated surface production. For the
IS02 source, different states of conditioningwere simulated by changing theNI emission flux from the
plasma electrode andCs+ density in the bulk plasma region. The numerical results show that in low
work function regime, with highNI surface emission rate of 3000 Am−2 andCs-density of
nCs+=3.8× 1016m−3, the total extractedNI current could reach~80mA.At the less favorable Cs-
coverage, when the surfaceNI emission rate becomes significantly lower, namely 300 Am−2 with
nCs+=3.3× 1015m−3, the total extractedNI current only reaches~20mA.A good agreement
between simulation and experimental results is observed in terms of extractedNI current for both
extraction systems, including the case of reversed extraction potential that corresponds to positive
(H+) ion extraction.

1. Introduction

AtCERN, the linear accelerator Linac4 is designed to accelerate negative hydrogen ions (NI) to 160MeV energy
[1]. In 2018–19, Linac4will replace the 50MeVproton linear accelerator (Linac2), injector to the Proton
Synchrotron Booster (PSB). This is part of the upgrade of the LargeHadronCollider (LHC) [2] injector chain
towards higher luminosity [1]. The negative ion source has to supply 80 mAofH− beamwithin an emittance of
0.25 mmmrad that is technically very challenging and requires a deep understanding of the extraction
mechanism and of the negatively charged plasma sheath.

TwoNI ion sources were developed in the framework of the Linac4 project [2–4] and are illustrated in
figure 1. Thefirst one—IS01—is based on volumeNI production only. A thin layer of cesium can be deposited
on themolybdenumplasma electrode of the second ion source—IS02—by vaporization ofmetallic cesium. The
lowwork functionCs-coatedMo-plasma electrode therefore contributes to theNI production via re-emission
of a fraction of the proton andH0fluxes as negative ions. In both sources plasma is generated by an external 4–6
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turns solenoid operated at 2 MHz and powered up to 100 kWwhich ignites and heats the hydrogen plasma
[2, 5]. The plasma chambers aremade of aluminumoxide or nitride (Al2O3, AlN) ceramic of inner and outer
diameters of 48 mmand 64 mm, respectively [4]. A permanentmagnet octupole inHalbach configuration is
installed around the plasma chamber and generates amagnetic field cusp structure [6]. A dipole filter field
separates the inductive plasma heating regionwhere excited hydrogenmolecules are produced form the beam
formation regionwhere low energy electrons contribute to the dissociative attachment process [7]. Negative ions
are extracted by biasing the puller electrode with respect to the plasma chamber.

The extraction apertures used in IS01 and IS02 sources are illustrated infigure 1, (orange color), IS01 has a
cylindrical shape and the IS02 has a double chamfered conical plasma electrode. The extraction aperture
diameter is 6.5 mmand the distance with respect to the puller electrode is 7 mm. The IS01 aperture can be biased
against the plasma in order to decrease the co-extracted electron current.

In the IS01 source, hydrogenNI are produced via so called ‘volume production’ channel basedmainly by the
dissociative low energy electron (~1 eV) attachment to high vibrational states hydrogenmolecules
( ( ) )+  + >-H v e H H v, 52 [7]. However, this attractivemechanism faces a variety of loss processes driven
bymore energetic electrons or ions [7, 8]. Consequently, the extractedNI current density using the volume
productionmechanisms only is relatively low (<30 mA) [2]. To overcome this limitation and to reduce the
amount of co-extracted electrons, the IS02 source operates in the ‘surface production’mode.Hence, the surface
of the plasma electrode is coveredwithCs atoms to activate thisNI productionmechanism [9, 10]. Evaporated
Cs atoms stick to theMo-surface and their ability to release electrons towards the impinging hydrogen atom
depends on the coverage fraction of the surface. The highest contribution to theNI beam formation originates
from the surfaces close to the extraction electrode. Two processes occur via surface conversion, (i) simple
electron capture on impinging atoms ( )+  -H e Hsurface and (ii) double electron capture on positive ions
( )+  + + -H e H H e H; .surface surface TheCs coverage determines the effectiveness of theH conversion
inNI, but impurities degrade thework function, which governs theNI emission rate from the surface. The IS02
ion source is operatedwith periodical hydrogen free Cs-injection at typically 30 days intervals, followed by a few
hours of conditioningwith plasma in the absence of extraction field. At the beginning of the conditioning
period, we observe a lowNI surface production yield reflected by the low ion current density extracted and high
electron current. After conditioning, a large negative ion emission rate from the cesiated surface leads to high
extractedNI current.

Besides the increase of theH− extracted current, it is important tominimize the amount of co-extracted
electrons. Co-extracted electrons induce heat loads on the electron dumping system and contribute to
increasing the beam emittance. Simultaneous increase of theNI and reduction of the electron current passing
through the aperture is a source design challenge and requires in depth analysis of the beam formation and
extraction regions.

Figure 1. (a)Comparative view of the negative ion source plasma chambers designed for Linac4, IS01 (bottomhalf) operates in
volume and IS02 (top half) in cesiated surfaceH- productionmode. The axis corresponds to the cylindrical symmetry axis. The puller
electrode (orange) is shown and the region of PIC simulation is indicatedwith a dash-dotted line. (b)Detail view of theMolybdenum
plasma electrodes.
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The size of the aperture, the current densities (electron andNI), and the complex three dimensional (3D)
structures of the electric andmagnetic fields in the extraction region, prevent the use of knowndiagnostic
techniques tomeasure local plasma parameters. Numerical simulation, which includes realistic source
parameters, will provide insight to the formation of the sheath (the regionwhere charge separation appears) and
seems to be the unique approach capable of describing the 3Dbehavior of the plasma and beam formation. The
simulatedNI beam can be compared to experimental results collected downstream from the extraction region
and gives important hints for future source optimization by understanding the processes governing the particle
transport andmeniscus formation.

In order tomodel the negative ion extraction and the plasma behavior in the vicinity of the extraction
aperture themodified version of the self-consistent 3Dparticle-in-cell (PIC)MonteCarloCollisional (MCC)
code namedONIXhas been used.Details about thismodel are given in the next section and in [11]. This work is
focused on the general description of both extraction systems developed at CERN and benchmark of the
simulation results withmeasured data from these sources. The self-consistent positive ionmeniscus formation is
shown together with the screened potential distributions. The extractedNI and co-extracted electron currents
are analyzed for different plasma and source operation conditions. Finally, theNI extracted current resulting
fromvolume andCs-surface productionmechanism of IS02 is analyzed and compared to the one resulting from
volume production.

This paper is structured as follow: section 2 details the numerical features and background of theONIX
model. The obtained results and cross-checked analysis is presented and discussed in section 3. The last section
summarizes themain conclusions of this work and describes the possibilities for future work.

2. Simulationmodel

3Dparticle-in-cellMonte CarloCollision electrostatic codeONIX (OrsayNegative Ion eXtraction)was initially
developed in the laboratory LPGP,Orsay, France in order to simulate the particle transport in the
electronegative plasmas, in the vicinity of the extraction electrode of an ITER-likeNI source extraction system
[11, 12]. The initial conditions consist of a homogeneous bulk plasma covering thefirst 12.3 mmof the
simulation domain, i.e., the uniformplasma slice situated the furthest with respect to the extraction aperture
(figures 2 and 6(a)). The geometry of the extraction electrode, thefields (electric andmagnetic), as well as the
ability of the surfaces to release charged particles (surface emission rate) are taken into account as realistically as
possible. The last version ofONIX allows the use of a direct current bias on the extraction electrodewith respect
to the plasma [13]. A detailed description ofONIX can be found in [14, 15], however, themain features of the
model are recalled here-below.

The codewas adapted and improved to simulate the extraction systemof the IS01 and IS02NI source
testbedswith the 3D geometry of the extraction electrodes, realistic 3Dmagnetic field configuration [16], and
Cs+ ions in the bulk plasma region. Let us note that previous works concerning ITER-like simulations

Figure 2. (a)Detailed sketch of the Linac4 beam formation region forH− volume production (IS01) and cesiated surface production
(IS02). The extraction aperture is 6.5 mmdiameter for both sources and the distance from the center of the aperture to the 25 kV
puller electrode is 7mm.The simulation domain is indicated by the dash-dotted line. (b) Schematic view of the simulation domains
used in theONIX code (x–ymid plane) formodeling IS01 (bottom) and IS02 (top) extraction systems. The end of the bulk plasma
region [0>x>12.3] is indicatedwith a vertical dotted line.
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[11, 12, 14, 15] consider periodic boundary conditions of the simulation volume in the two directions
orthogonal to theNI beamaxis. Hence, the previous simulation results correspond to an infinite 2Dplasma grid;
the total current passing through this grid being estimated as the extracted current through one aperture
multiplied by the total number of apertures of the grid.When compared to fusion sources, the particularity of
the CERNNI source consists of a single extraction aperture.Hence, the simulated electron andNI beam
currents are directly comparable tomeasurements.WhileONIXwas validated against other codes and
experimental results from the BATMANNI source test bed [14, 15], the opportunity to compareONIX results
with ones from a high density plasma accelerator ion source is taken as a challenge.

Two simulation domains have been implemented inONIX corresponding to the extraction systems IS01
and IS02 (figure 2(a)). The simulation volumes include the extraction aperture of 6.5 mmdiameter and have
spatial dimensions of 30 mm×20 mm×20 mm in x, y, zdirections, respectively (figure 2(b), x—is the
symmetry axis). Themain difference between these two simulation domains is the aperture’s shape: in the IS01
system it is represented by a 1 mmwide cylinder, whereas in IS02 it is double chamfered as two cones with joint
bases and 3.25 mm inner radius (figure 2(b)).

In comparison to the previous version ofONIX code [11], the boundary conditions were changed in order to
match the experimental set up of IS01 and IS02. They assume nowperfectmetal walls surrounding the box in y
and zdirections and left hand sidewall (figure 2(b)). In theCERNversion ofONIX, all plasma particles that
strike these boundaries are reinjected in the bulk plasma since the boundary condition is not periodic (i.e., the
walls are assumed perfect absorbers).

The potential distribution in thewhole 3D volume is calculated as the solution of the Poisson’s equation
( )j r e = - .2

0 The iterative Preconditioned ConjugateGradientmethod [17] is used to solve this equation.
In order to get the realistic potential distribution in the vicinity of the extraction aperture, which has a circular
cross section, special techniques are implemented in the Poisson solver to deal with domain boundaries lying
betweenmesh nodes [12, 18]. TheDirichlet condition is referred to all solid wall boundaries of the simulation
domainwith constant potential value. The extraction potential is applied only to the right boundary of the
simulation domain (after the extraction aperture). This potential distribution at the boundary of the simulation
domain in a plane orthogonal to the beam axis is due to the puller electrode and shown infigure 3. It was
calculatedwithout plasma (in vacuum, i.e., ρ=0) using the real 3D puller geometry with theOPERA3D
package [19]. The rest of the domain boundaries are assumed to be grounded (V=0). Very good agreement has
been found for the potential distribution in vacuum, betweenOPERA calculations and theONIX code results
(not shown).

InONIX, the electric field is calculated from the potential distribution at the secondarymesh using potential
values calculated fromPoisson solver ( )E = -V . In the previous version of themodel [11] one value of theE
field componentwas calculated by using two potential points at the twonearest PIC nodes
( ( ) )= - - D+E V V x .n n n1 A significant change is implemented in this version of the numericalmodel to
describe themuch higher (more than one order ofmagnitude)plasma density generated in IS01 and IS02 in
comparison to the fusionNI sources. The higher the density, the higher the numerical noise (fluctuation of the
potential and the electric field). Eachmacro particle represents 5×105 real particles. The electric field is
interpolated over 64 PICnodes (Cloud-in-Cell) [20] for the 3D case. Figure 4 shows the electric field distribution
along the axial direction using different number of nodes for calculating one component of the electric field.
Extending the derivative calculation to 18 PICnodes (red line onfigure 4), the distribution becomes smoother
suppressing artificial peaks and avoiding the eventual numerical heating of the plasma electrons but preserving
themain features of the electric field.

Figure 3. Input potential 2D distribution at the right hand side boundary of the simulation domain calculated using the real puller
geometry by the commercial OPERA 3Dpackage.
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For a stable plasma simulation using an explicit algorithm, which is the case here, the chosen time step
should be smaller than the inverse plasma frequency and the size of the PIC cell should be smaller than theDebye
length. In addition to these basic criteria themost important condition, known as theCFL (Courant Friedrichs
Lewy) stability criterion [21], must be fulfilled. In current simulations, a typical run is performed using~20
millionmacro particles with ameshing of 110×100×100 PICnodes. The code performance is~0.1 μs per
day on 20CPUswith the time stepΔt=3×10−12 s<1/ωp~1.77×10−11 s. Let us note thatONIX
simulation deals with the extraction (sheath) region, so even if the cell size is slightly larger thanDebye length the
most important CFL criterion is always satisfied. In order to decrease the numerical heating that could arise from
high plasma density, in addition to the new electricfield calculation subroutine described above, the second
order charge assignment onto the PICnodes has been specially developed for this case known also as Claud-in-
Cell (CIC) approach. The advantage of this novel algorithm is shown infigure 5where the initial electron density
distribution is shown (a) for initialfirst order projection procedure using 8 nearest PIC nodes and (b) for the new
second order projection procedure using 64 PICnodes, used for CERN simulations. One can clearly see that the
charge density spikes present onfigure 5(a) have disappeared onfigure 5(b), drastically reducing the numerical
heating.Moreover, test simulationswith different number ofmacro particles per cell have been done to prove
the absence of the significant influence of the numerical noise. It was found that simulations of 50 particles per
cell (standardONIX set up) give similar results as 150 particles per cell for the extracted current, potential and
charge density distribution. Therefore, realistic 3D simulationswith a plasma density as high as ne=1018 m−3

have been performedwith the improved version ofONIX.
The simulations input data have been systematically chosen as close as possible to the experimental

conditions. The plasma density and temperature far from the extraction aperture are considered uniform and
some of these values were taken from the experiments [22–24] orwere assumed based on the know-how
accumulated via the previousmodeling of other RF high densityNI sources [9, 11]. The initial plasma (given
parameters, density, temperature) is assumed in the left side of the simulation domain (0<x<12.5 mm—

figure 2(b)) and it is composed ofH+, +H ,2
+H ,3 H− and electrons. In the latest development Cs+ ionswere also

introduced as plasma species. The plasma neutrality ismaintained in the reservoir region by re-injection of the

Figure 4.Electric field distribution in the axial direction (x) at themid z-y plane. Blue line corresponds to the initial calculation
algorithmusing the two nearest PICnodes, green line represents the subroutine version using the 10 nearest PIC points (in 3D) and
red line shows the used version of the routine forCERN calculations of the electric field using 18 potential PICnodes (in 3D). The
range of 10 mmcorresponds to the 33 PICnodes.

Figure 5. Initial electron density distribution using 8 (a) and 64 (b)PIC nodes in the charge assignment routine, for a total plasma
density of 5×1017 m−3.
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same species of particle if it leaves (destroyed or extracted) the simulation domain. The density was set to
n0=1018 m−3 for the positive and negative species with the source ratio: =+ + +S S S 0.7 0.2 0.1;H H H2 3

/ / / /

=-S S 0.5 0.5.e H/ / The initial electron temperaturewas set toTe=5 eV, whereas the ions temperature was
taken 1.5 eV.ONIX assumes a uniformdensity of the neutral gas background, that is reasonable for a relatively
weak ionization degree (<5%)with constant density nH=1020 m−3 and temperatureTH=0.75 eV.

A full 3Dmagnetic fieldmap of the cusp systemhas been calculated by using the TOSCAmodule of the
OPERA software package [19], which usesfinite elementmethods to solvemagnetostatic problems.Obtained
field distributions for theONIX simulation domainwere implemented in themodel. To do this, theB-field
firstly is interpolated on the PIC grid nodes and after on the particles position, in the charged particle pusher
routine.

TheMonte CarloCollisionmodule in theONIX code includes the self-consistentNI production in the
volume via electron dissociative attachment to the vibrationally exitedmoleculesH2(v). The complete list of the
most importantNI destruction processes is detailed in [11]. Electron elastic collision (e+H→e+H) has
been added to this kineticmodule due to the importance of this elementary process not necessarily for the
electron energy transfer but for the scattering effect that reduces the co-extracted electron current. TheNI
production at the cesium covered extraction electrode surface is simulated in themodel as theNI emission flux
from300 to 3000 Am−2 randomly distributed along the surface representing different Cs conditioning states in
the source.

In order to speed-up the simulation, ONIX code is parallelized viaMessage Passing Interface (MPI) using full
domain and particles decomposition techniques. Typical runswith 30×106macro particles, each representing
5×105 real particles take from7 to 14 days on 20CPUs.

3. Results and discussion

3.1.Meniscus formation
The positive extraction potential (Vext=25 kV) applied to the puller electrode attracts both negative species
namely hydrogen negative ions and electrons and repels positively charged particles. Positive ions form a semi-
spherical structure calledmeniscus. Themeniscus position (defined also as boundary between the plasma and
the beam,where the potential is≈0 V) and the depth of its curvature (with respect to the extraction electrode
plane) play an important role for theNI beam formation and the further characteristics of the beamoptics since
it defines the velocity starting angle of each extracted particle and its direction during the firstmoments of
acceleration.Moreover, the extraction ofNI independently of the production channel, on the surface or in the
plasma volume, is governed by themeniscus shape, which in-turn depends on the local density of charged
species. The extraction potential, geometry of the extraction aperture, plasma density and plasma composition
also influence themeniscus shape.

The self-consistentmeniscus formation for IS01 and IS02 extraction systems are shown infigure 6(A.a)—
H+ initial position for IS01 along thewhole simulation domain, (A.b)—H+ steady state distribution for IS01
zoomed close to the extraction electrode, (B.a)—H+ initial position for IS02 along thewhole simulation
domain, (B.b)—H+ steady state distribution for IS02 zoomed close to the extraction electrode. One can see how
positive ions are self-consistently organized in themeniscus structure close to the extraction electrode
(figures 6(A.b), (B.b)). However, themeniscus position and its width strongly depend on the shape of the
extraction electrode. In the case of IS01 (cylindrical aperture) the deepestmeniscus curvature point is located at a
distance≈2 mm from the beginning of the extraction electrode plane (figure 6(A.b)) and it is not penetrating
inside the aperture. Changing the extraction aperture only as it is the case of IS02 (conical double chamfered),
the deepestmeniscus curvature pointmoves closer to the extraction electrode plane (~1.8 mm;figure 6(B.b))
with onset points at the distance~0.5 mm from the extraction electrode ‘knife’ point (x=23.3 mm). Similar
behavior has been observed for themolecular positive ions, +H2 and +H3 (not shown).

3.2. Plasma screening
The spatial distribution of the electrostatic potential at the beginning of the simulation ( )=t 0 and at the quasi
steady state regime ( )m»t 1 s are shown infigure 7. In the initial state the external electric field deeply
penetrates inside the plasma chamber in both systems IS01 and IS02 (figures 7(A.a) and (A.b)). However, when
the sheath develops, the plasma screening occurs, the potential isolines are pushed towards the extraction
electrode. For instance, the potential isoline of 100 V is shifted from x≈14 mmwhen the simulation starts to
x≈23 mmwhen the steady state of IS01 is achieved (from figures 7(A.a) to (B.a)); and from x≈15 mm to
x≈23 mm for the IS02 system (fromfigures 7(A.b) to (B.b)). Therefore, in quasi steady state regime the
potential isoline of 100 V is located at the entrance plane of the extraction aperture for both systems. The
neutrality of the systems ismaintained at the bulk plasma region ( )< <x0 12.3 mm which plays the role of a
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reservoir. The potential is constant or slowly varies inmost of the volume inside the reservoir. Similarmeniscus
studies were also performed [15, 25, 26] but for fusion sources.

The importance of the plasma screening effect on theNI extraction can be easily seen in figure 8, where the
NI trajectories are represented for two cases, for the extraction of the source IS01. First, a few test NIs are released
without velocity in the plane perpendicular to the beam axis (at x=20 mm), in front of the aperture under
vacuum (i.e., the electric field is calculated as solution of Laplace equation,figure 8(a)) andwith the electric field
obtained once themeniscus is formed, i.e., in the quasi steady state taking into account the plasma effect
(figure 8(b)).Without plasma (vacuum), all NIs are extracted (figure 8(a)) due to the deep penetration of the

Figure 6.Positive atomic ion (H+) density distributions in themid-plane of the aperture (z=10 mm). Left column (A) represents the
IS01 and right column (B) the IS02 beam formation area. Row (a)—initial H+ density used for input inONIX, (b)—distribution of
H+ at steady state.

Figure 7. 2Dpotential distribution in themid-plane of the aperture (z=10 mm) at the beginning of the simulation (columnA,
t=0) and once the quasi-steady state regime is achieved (columnB t>1 μs), for IS01—row (a) and IS02 row (b) extraction systems.
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extraction potential in this region, as shown infigure 7(A.a). On the contrary, when the plasma screening occurs
most of the negative ions have complex unpredictable trajectories starting from this plane. Some of themmove
back towards the plasma chamber, while some others continuously turn around at the same place (as being
electrostatically trapped) and only a small fraction of them is extracted through the aperture (figure 8(b)).

3.3. Simulation of extractedNI and electron current from IS01 negative ion source
ONIX follows all the plasma species in 3D inside the simulation domain.Hence, it is able to compute the
amount of co-extracted electrons from the plasma, which pass the aperture in spite of themagnetic filter field.
The extracted current is accounted forwhen the electrons orNI cross the right boundary of the simulation
domain. The typical evolution of the extracted negative ions and co-extracted electron currents for IS01 system
is shown infigure 9(a). One can see that the electron current grows very fast at the beginning, because the
extraction potential is not screened yet. This growing continues until 0.3 μs. At this time, the screening of the
extraction potential starts being efficiently, reducing the fraction of the co-extracted electrons. After this
transitory phase, theNI and electron currents stabilize and the system evolves to reach a quasi-steady state
after 0.6 μs.

The asymptotic value numerically estimated for the extractedNI current is≈12 mA (figure 9(a) green line).
The value of co-extracted electron current (figure 9(a), red line) is≈90 mA. Therefore, the value of the electron/
NI current ratio is about 7.5. These previously predicted simulation results were benchmarkedwith
experimentalmeasurements performed on IS01NI source, shown infigure 9(b). Let us note that the simulations
were performed in September 2012 before themeasurements, performed one year later, inDecember 2013.

Analyzing the two panels (a) and (b) offigure 9, we found that the IS01measuredNI current (IH−,exp.

≈12 mA) is in good agreementwith the simulation one (IH−,ONIX≈10.6±1.9 mA). This shows thatONIX is

Figure 8.Trajectories of a bunch ofNIs releasedwithout initial velocity close to the aperture in the IS01 source (a) in vacuumand (b)
in the electricfield obtained after themeniscus formation, as consequence of the plasma screening. The plasma electrode is indicated
(PE).

Figure 9.Time evolution of the extractedNI (green line) and co-extracted electron (red line) current for the IS01 extraction systems
(a) calculated byONIX simulation using 25 kV extraction potential and (b)measured at CERN.
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able to extractNI from the plasma volume, without considering anymechanism forNI surface production, if the
plasma parameters introduced in the reservoir region are close to experimental values.However, the co-extracted
electron current ismuch higher in experiments (Ie,exp.≈600 mA) in comparison to the simulations
(Ie,ONIX≈89.8±26 mA). Such discrepancy could be explained by the lower plasma density (n0=1018 m−3)
used as input inONIX simulation due to the lack of experimental data in 2012, but also to the stability limit of
themodel (certainly below 2×1018 m−3 for the plasma density), in spite of the numerous improvements
detailed in section 2.

A very long conditioning timewas observed during the tests in the presence ofO-rings. The IS02 prototype,
once equippedwithmetallic sealing of the plasma chamber, was operated in volume productionwith a different
puller geometry but similarfield strength and reached after onemonth an electron to ion ratio of 18. The
concentration of impurities such as water vapor for instance are not included in the simulation.

A time averaged saturation plasma density of up to n0=4×1019 m−3 [2] ismeasured above 60 kWRF-
power; the view port used for themeasurement points at the center of the plasma; this value is typically a factor 5
higher than in the bulk plasma region. The density of 1-2×1018 m−3 correspond to anRF-heating power of the
order of 15 kWand represents the highest plasma density that can be simulated, being sure that the steady state is
reached.

In order to reveal the influence of the plasma density on the co-extracted electron current, additional
simulationswere performedwith three different values of plasma density: (1) n0=5×1017 m−3, (2)
n0=1×1018 m−3, (3) n0=2×1018 m−3. Increasing plasma density two times, from n0=1×1018 m−3 to
n0=2×1018 m−3, the co-extracted electron current increases by about 1.5, from Ie,ONIX≈90 mA to
Ie,ONIX≈130 mA,while the extractedNI current grows onlymarginally.

When the simulationswere performed in 2012we knew that the experimental setup enables inversion the
polarity of the extraction potential in order to extract positive ions (PI). It was decided to simulate bymeans of
ONIX also the protons extraction and compare the obtained results with futuremeasured experimental data.
For this test we kept the plasma density n0=1018 m−3 with positive ion ratio: =+ + +S S S 0.7 0.2 0.1H H H2 3

/ / / /

into the source. The time evolution of the positive ion extracted current is shown in figure 10(a). The total
simulated extracted PI current is IPI≈10 mA. Themeasured total positive ion current at the exit of IS01 source
one year after the simulations is about 3 times higher IPI≈30 mA. This factor is related to the 45 kW radio-
frequency power used in this experiment, that provides higher plasma density than the onewas used in the
simulation (n0=1018 m−3 in the filter field region).

3.4. Simulation of extractedNI and electron current from IS02 negative ion source
The challenge of these CERNNI sources is to provide 80 mAof negative ions to Linac4. In order to increase
negative ion production yield, Cs vapor is injected in the source; covering the inner surface of theMo-plasma
electrode, it provides a lowwork function (WCs≈2.1 eV). Cs atoms cover all the chamber surfaces, negative
ions are effectively produced via gas atomic or positive ion conversion after their interactionwith the cesiated
molybdenumplasma electrode, as described in the Introduction section [10].

The amount of the surface producedNI can be theoretically calculated from the conversion yield, which
could reach up to 20 percent [27], and the number of impinging neutrals/positive ions [28]. Because of the lack
of precise values of the atomic hydrogen density in theCERN source and the thickness of the Cs layer covering
the extraction electrode that determines Cswork function, several runs have been performed as parametric

Figure 10.Time evolution of the extracted positive ion current for the IS01 extraction systems from theONIX simulation (a) and from
the experimentalmeasurements (b).
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study of theNI emission rate from the cesiated surface. NI emission rates lying from300 to 3000 Am−2 were
considered and the numerical results for IS02 system are presented infigure 11.However, before contaminating
the source by theCs vapor it was decided to check IS02 source performance for theNI production only due to
the volume processes, as it was for IS01. TheONIX simulation results show that theNI extracted current for IS02
source inCs free regime reaches about -IH ,ONIX≈13 mA and the co-extracted electron current is about
Ie,ONIX≈80 mA. These results are in good agreement withmeasurements -IH ,exp.≈10–20 mA for low power
experiments PRF=20 kW ([2],figure 8).

Figure 11(a)) presents the extractedNI current versus the negative ion emission rate from the extraction
electrode surface. TheNI emission rate in the simulation represents theH− production yield of the cesiated
surface. ACs+ ion density in the bulk plasma region is reported in [29]; we therefore associatedCs+ ion densities
to the surface emission rates: 300, 1000 and 3000 Am−2 and nCs+=3.3× 1015, 1.3× 1016 and 3.8× 1016 m−3,
respectively. The trend ofNI extracted current is saturatingwith increasing emission rate. The reason of such
limitation is due to thewell-described double layer structure formation [11, 15, 28] (negative potential well) in
front of the plasma electrode that reflect an important amount of the surface producedNI back to the plasma
electrodewhere they are destroyed. Increasing the emission rate, the effective surface of the conical aperture
reduces, and theNI can be extracted only from a smaller and smaller area, close to the knife of the aperture
leading to theNI current saturation [11].

The IS02 simulations are presented in table 1, the current ofH− originating form surface emission is as
expected clearly driven by the emission rate and saturates at 70 mA. The electron current depends on the
electron toNI ratio and includingCs ions in the plasma did not significantly impact the extracted current.

The total extractedNI current varies from IH−,ONIX≈29 mA for theNI surface emission rate of 300 Am−2

up to 80 mA for 3000 Am−2 (figure 11). The experimental results ([2],figure 8) spread out in the range of
20–60 mAdepending of the RF-power and source conditioning. As an indication, 45 mA (figure 11(b)) ofNI
extracted current was positioned on the simulation trend line onfigure 11(a)). Assuming that the plasma density
wouldmatch the simulated one, this would, corresponds to aNI surface emission rate range of 200–1000 Am−2,
matching the theoretically estimatedNI emission rate for fusion sources of 600 Am−2 [28]. Therefore, we

Figure 11. (a)Negative ion extracted current versus theNI emission rate from the surface for IS02 source simulated byONIX (blue
diamond). The cesiated surface IS02measurement is placed on the same graph (green circle at 45 mAwith a line indicating the
experimental range of 20–60 mA). The horizontal bar indicates the range of correspondingNI surface production rate
(200–900 A m−2). (b) 45 mAH− extractedNI and co-extracted electron current in IS02 (origin of green circle on figure 11(a)).

Table 1. Summary of theONIX simulation for IS02, the plasma density is 1×1018 m−3, the negative ion to electron
ratio, theNI surface emission rate and theCs+ density are indicated. Themean value±standard deviation of theNI
current produced from the surface or form the volume and the co-extracted electron current are indicated.

Cs density NI/e ratio NI emission rate H− current surface H− current volume e current

m−3 % A m−2 mA mA mA

0 50/50 1000 54.9±1.1 7.4±1.6 41.4±13.8
0 50/50 3000 69.5±3.9 7.8±2.2 76.7±36.4
0 50/50 6500 63.5±4.0 9.8±2.6 75.8±27.3
0 70/30 3000 69.3±3.8 8.8±2.3 37.1±17.5
3.3× 1015 70/30 300 20.8±2.2 7.9±1.8 10.9±6.5
1.3× 1016 70/30 1000 48.2±3.2 8.6±1.0 18.4±18.3
3.8× 1016 70/30 3000 69.6±3.7 7.9±1.6 33.2±32.1
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observe similar order ofmagnitude between two different simulations (ITER andCERN cesiated surface
sources) in terms ofNI emission rate and aswell between theONIX simulation andmeasuredH− ion current.

4. Conclusions

The plasma property and extraction capability of both extraction systems (IS01, IS02), developed at CERN,were
studied using amodified version of self-consistent 3DPICMCCmodelONIXwith a single extraction aperture
andwithout periodic boundary conditions. Simulations show the self-consistent positive ionmeniscus
formation in the vicinity of the extraction aperture and the plasma screening of the external extraction potential.

The extractedNI and co-extracted electron current were calculated for both IS01 and IS02 extraction
systems for different plasma and source parameters. The simulated results were obtained prior to experiment
and benchmarkedwith experimental data. Good agreement was found in termof the extractedNI current. The
co-extracted electron current inmost cases is smaller in the simulation than in the experiments. Such difference
is partially explained by the difference of the electron density used in the simulation (1018 m−3) in comparison to
onemeasured in the experiments.

TheNI surface production has been simulated for the IS02 extractor and a parametric study of theNI
emission ratewas performed. Assuming aNI surface emission rate of 600 Am−2 (theoretically estimated for the
fusionNI sources [28]) the IS02 results perfectly fit on the trend line of the simulation.

In the futuremore precise plasma parameters will be available from the spectroscopy diagnostic installed
around the plasma generator of the IS02 source test stand [22]. Simulations of theH0 and protonsfluxes in the
plasmawill providemore detailed information aboutNI emission rate from the cesiated plasma electrode
surface. Using these data as input parameters in theONIX codewill allow to perform calculations with higher
accuracy.
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